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What Precisely Is Memory?
Memory is the biological process whereby information is coded
and retrieved. It is essentially what drives our personality and
makes us unique in the animal kingdom. It gives us a reference
point for the past and a gauge for the future. Contrary to our collective notion of a personal “memory bank” or storage unit
reserved for this purpose, memory, unlike our heart or lungs, is
not a singular place or thing. Rather, it is a collection of complex
electrochemical responses activated through multiple sensory
channels and stored in unique and elaborate neuronal networks
throughout the brain. Dynamic in nature, your memory is continually changing and evolving as new information is added to it.
With the help of today’s technology, scientists have made great
strides toward mapping this extraordinarily complex process we
call memory.
To develop our memory it is vital that we understand what it
actually is and how it works. We’ll begin by exploring some common delineations of memory types. Have you ever noticed that
some things are easier to remember than others? This is because
most of us have a mixture of memory-type strengths and weaknesses. Because different types of memory are stored in various
function-specific areas of the brain, the act of recalling something pulls bits and pieces of “memory” together from their
respective storage sites. The particular “pathway” accessed in the
formation of a memory depends on multiple factors, including
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education CO3050
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time, importance, purpose, content, strength, and the source of the stimuli—
the basis of all memory. Each of these factors influences the quality and
accessibility of your memory.

■ Types of Memory
The simplest classification of memory is related to
life span or memory duration—for example, shortterm or long-term memory. The memory duration
classification also uses the terms immediate perceptual memory and working memory.
Immediate perceptual memory lasts less than one
second—long enough, for example, to interpret a
string of single frame images as a moving picture or
a word long enough to type it. Working memory, also
called short-term memory, lasts long enough, for
example, to dial a telephone number you just looked
up or to determine how much change you should get
in a sales transaction. Short-term memory can maintain information for up to twenty seconds, or longer
if it is cued or consciously rehearsed. The location of
your parked car, for example, can be maintained in
short-term memory longer than the standard twenty
seconds by noticing obvious landmarks which act as
retrieval cues. Information that is encoded in Longterm memory can stay vital for up to a lifetime. The
ninety-year-old
who
remembers the day she
met her spouse as clearly
as if it happened yesterday,
displays
the
incredible duration and
power of long-term memory.

Long-term memory, which
can last up to a lifetime, is
kept vital by looking at old
photographs or anything
that activates your recall;
i.e. What do you remember
about high school?
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Psychologists
usually define shortterm memory as
lasting up to 20 seconds or longer
if consciously
rehearsed. Most
people’s short-term
memory capacity is
limited to remembering seven chunks of
information at a time.
You are using your
short-term or working
memory when you
repeat a phone number encoding it long
enough to dial the
correct number.

Another simple classification delineates memory
by the manner in which it is encoded and
retrieved—either consciously or instinctually. As
such, memory is either Explicit (also called declarative) meaning it is achieved through purpose and
effort, or Implicit (also called nondeclarative)
meaning it is arrived at organically or automatically. An explicit memory function, like learning how
to spell, requires attention, focus, and practice to
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education CO3050

remember. Most learning assigned in school is explicit. Implicit memory, like
knowing fire burns, on the other hand, represents our most primal memory
which helps keep us safe, and ensures our survival as a species.
Four subtypes of implicit memory: procedural, reflexive, sensory conditioning,
and emotional; and two explicit memory subtypes: semantic, and episodic, further explain the various functions of memory. Flashbulb memory is best
described as a combination of both explicit and
implicit memory types (see figure 1.2).
Procedural memory (also known as motor memory)
involves learned tasks or skills like fishing, riding a
bike, driving a car, or tying our shoe laces. This
implicit memory represents the how to of a memory
task. Though procedural memory is embedded
through practice, the skill becomes virtually automated over time. When you jump on a bicycle, for
example, you don’t have to think about how to ride it.
The memory for this skill is automatic.

Procedural memory involves
task-related memory acquired by practicing a skill,
like driving a car. What abilities do you possess that
require procedural memory?

Reflexive memory (also known as stimulus-response) is basic to human survival. This implicit memory pathway codes, stores, and retrieves information
instantly and instinctually. One of its primary functions is to keep us out of
harm’s way as evidenced by the inclination to pull your hand away from a hot
stove or to yell “Ahhh!” when someone shoves a snake in your face. The
intense combination of a frightening sight, harsh sound, and strong emotion
can embed a reflexive memory for a lifetime. Such an experience can seed
phobias and persistent illogical fears for a
lifetime. This is also the memory pathway
that processes intense sensory memory
when a smell, sight, taste, song, etc. triggers
a core sensation. For example, the smell of
a home in which chicken soup is simmering
on the stove always reminds me of my
Mother’s cure for the common cold, depression, or any other ailment known to
humankind; and an automatic comfort level
is immediately triggered. Though reflexive
memory is most often formed unconsciousReflexive memory is embedded by ly, we can consciously instill it through
intense sensory stimulation. Like repetition or drilling illustrated by the flashthe fear of snakes, real or imagcard method of learning. Any procedure
ined, it can last a lifetime. What
that is repeated often enough can become
are you afraid of?
reflexive. A professional baseball player
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education CO3050
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doesn’t have time to analyze a fast-ball before swinging; rather, the zillions of
previous attempts at the task have reinforced the player’s reflexive memory.
Likewise, reaching out to shake someone’s hand is a reflexive action. The following three subtypes of reflexive memory are often referenced by the
following names: flashbulb, sensory conditioning, and emotional memory.

Sensory memory involves
the retention of information cued by a particular
sense. What memories
come to your mind upon
encountering the scent of
salty sea air?

Sensory conditioning involves the particular sense
pathway the memory travels to the brain. For example, visual memory is perceived through the eyes and
is stored as concrete images in the visual cortex. As
such, it is best retrieved by visual cues or imagery
such as pictures, objects, symbols, places, faces, and
information on a page. An example of visual memory would be the recollection of your beloved
childhood pet when you see that same breed.
Auditory/verbal memory, which is stored in the auditory cortex, is best retrieved by cues such as rhymes,
jingles, puns, acrostics, acronyms, and verbal associations. The rhyme, “i” before “e” except after... what
letter? illustrates your auditory/verbal sensory conditioning; and the associations you make when you
breathe in the scent of salty sea air reflects the power
of your olfactory memory.

Emotional memory refers
to information stored in
the brain as a result of intense sensory stimulation.
From trauma to pleasure, this direct pathway can
produce fast learning.
The following two explicit memory subtypes—
semantic and episodic memory—represent most of
the learning tasks assigned in school and the learning we gain as well as from life events and
experiences.
Semantic memory includes most academic and professional knowledge—ideas, facts, typical exam
questions, as well as names, dates, identification
numbers, movies, books, pictures, videos, and technical information. The weakest of our retrieval
systems, semantic memory, evolved relatively
recently. This type of memory, triggered by language and association, was not necessary until
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Semantic memory
involves the retention of
facts and ideas; i.e., Do
you remember the names
of the planets in our
solar system?
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recent history when books, schools, literacy, and
social mobility became important.
Episodic memory (also known as autobiographical) is driven by location and circumstances. Using
the context of the memory as a prompt, we reactivate it. Responding to the question, what did you
do during the holidays, for example, prompts your
episodic recall. Almost as if a film is rolling, related events, activities, feelings, faces, and places
emerge and congeal to form the memory. Native
peoples from many parts of the world have relied
on storytelling to transmit their history and values Episodic memory involves
to the next generation—an activity that relies the retention of related time
heavily on episodic memory.
periods, places, and circumstances; i.e., What do you
Flashbulb memory refers to the vivid recollection remember about your wedof an extremely emotional or shocking event, usu- ding day?
ally captured in the minds of many people—for
example, the Challenger explosion or a severe natural disaster. The event is
stored with vivid imagery as if it were a moment frozen in time. Although,
memories that engage our emotions generally remain potent over time, longterm studies suggest that the details fade in accuracy.

■ A Multitude of Memory Types
To “bring home” the various classifications of memory noted above, consider
one morning in the life of a fictional character, Jesse. Jesse is awakened with
the sun shining in his window which tells him it is past his usual rising time
(Implicit, Visual Memory). He jumps out of bed when he realizes his alarm
clock has failed (Reflexive Memory). Intending to report the power outage, he
finds the power company’s phone number and repeats it a few times before
dialing (Semantic, Short-Term
“Working Memory”). Since he is
going to be late for work, he calls his
office number which he knows by
heart
(Semantic,
Long-Term
Memory). He tries to visualize his
—Helen Keller
calendar to recall if he will be missing any appointments (Explicit,
Visual Memory). Jesse does not usually have to stop and think about how to prepare his morning coffee (Implicit,
Procedural Memory); however, since today poses a power problem, he can’t
use the electric coffee-maker. He recalls that he bought instant coffee for his

SSmell is a potent wizard

that transports us across thousands of miles and
all the years we have lived.
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camping trip last week (Episodic Memory), reminding him that his stove is
powered by gas, not electricity (Semantic Memory). Jesse fills a tea pot with
water and puts it on the stove. When he hears it boiling, he reaches for the pot,
but retracts his hand immediately before getting burned (Reflexive, StimulusResponse Memory). He dresses quickly and drives to work (Implicit,
Procedural Memory). At the office, he remembers that he is expected to provide the board of directors with a summary of the company’s annual audit that
afternoon. Jesse reads over the report and creates an outline to remember it
(Explicit, Semantic Memory). He recalls the President of the company saying
that the most critical information in the report is the “the company’s unusually
high rate of growth” (Semantic, Auditory/Verbal Memory). He makes a “mental note” (cues his memory) to close his presentation with this observation. It
is only 10 a.m. and Jesse has already used a multitude of memory types.

Figure 1.1

How Memories Are Formed
1. We think, feel, move and
experience life (sensory stimulation)
2. All experiences are registered
in the brain
3. They are prioritized by value,
meaning, and usefullness by brain
structures and processes
4. Many individual NEURONS
are acitivated
5. Neurons transmit information to
other neurons via electrical and
chemical reactions
6. These connections are strengthened
by repetition, rest, and emotions.
Lasting memories are formed.
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Figure 1.2

Memory Types

Explicit
Semantic

words, symbols,
abstractions,
video, textbooks,
computers,
written stories,
facts & figures

Implicit
Reflexive

Episodic

locations,
events,
circumstances,
personal
reminiscences
of life events

automatic,
non-conscious
learning
“knee-jerk”/
“hot stove effect”

Procedural
physical skills,
bicycle-riding,
body-learning,
manipulatives,
“hands-on”
learning

Emotional

Sensory
intense emotions Conditioning
Flashbulb

from trauma encoding triggered by
to pleasure
sensory cues,
flash cards,
many repetitions

a moment
“frozen in time,”
extreme emotions,
recalled in
context of own
life experience
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